Press Release
Four-Day All India Conference on Gita Episode Inaugurated
Spirituality must for better life and society-Sant Darshan Singh
Gurgaon, Nov. 17: “ We are living in the fag-end of Kaliyug characterized by climax of
irreligiousness and unrighteousness which have warranted the divine descent of
incorporeal Supreme Soul or „Ek Omkar‟ to re-establish Satyuga or a better world”.
Nirmal Mahamandaleshwar Sant Darshan Singh, President, Sat Darshan
Sadhu Samaj from Haridwar said this while inaugurating the Four-Day 2nd All India
Conference on “Repetition of Gita Episode” organized by Prajapita Brahma Kumaris
Ishwariya Vishwa Vidyalaya at its Om Shanti Retreat Centre here today.
He said that the divine teaching of Supreme Soul for all human beings, is to adopt
spiritual wisdom, principles and lifestyle in order to transform human life and society
from bitter to better.
Dr. Chhaya Rai, Scholar on Hindu Philosophy from Jabalpur speaking on the
topic „Repetition of Gita Episode‟ said that today mankind is at the cross road of
confusion on the priority of duty towards fulfillment of self-interest or social
responsibility.
Bhagwad Gita inspires us to take care of society‟s broader interests within which
our self interest are automatically taken care of, she stressed.
Rajyogini BK Usha, Sr. Rajyoga teacher from Mt. Abu delivering the keynote
address said that the signs & symptoms of Kaliyug as described in scriptures are being
widely experienced today.
In similar vein, incorporeal Supreme Soul‟s divine work of re-establishing Satyugi
golden aged world is also being undertaken today through the corporeal medium of
Prajapita Brahma as have been mentioned in scriptures, she emphasized.
Rajyogi BK Brij Mohan, Chief Spokesman of Brahma Kumaris earlier
speaking about the aim & objects of the Conference, said that the practice and promotion
of soul consciousness in remembrance of Supreme Soul are the basis for restoration of
universal peace, harmony, happiness, brotherhood and order in the world. This is the
quintessence of Bhagwad Gita which is being taught now again by the Supreme Being
through the medium of Brahma, he averred.
Rajyogini BK Shanti, Director, Sirifort Centre of Brahma Kumaris
conducting mass meditation to the congregation said that developing inner powers
through Rajyoga meditation is the key to inculcate spiritual knowledge, values and habits
in our life.
Besides the inaugural session, two more open sessions were held today on topics
such as “What is the necessity of God‟s divine descent again when Shrimad Bhagwad
Gita is there?”; “Whether God‟s re-establishment of Satdharam was through violent or
non-violent means?”. Eminent speakers delivered their views on these topics and
enlightened the gathering.

